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AA  ccoolloouurriinngg  aanndd  aaccttiivviittyy  bbooookk  ffoorr  kkiiddss



Sally comes home and finds her dad lying on the floor. 

She tries but she can’t wake him up. What should Sally do?
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What number should Sally dial?

What emergency service does Sally need: police, fire or 

ambulance?
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Sally dialled 911 and the

operator asked Sally if

she wanted police, fire 

or ambulance. 

Sally said, “Ambulance,

my dad is sick.”



The ambulance is on its way to Sally’s house. Meanwhile, Sally 

is talking to the Emergency Medical Dispatcher.
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The first questions the dispatcher will ask are:

1. Ambulance for what area?

2. What is your address?

3. What is your phone number?

4. What happened?
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Would you know
these answers if
you were Sally? 
(write them down 
and keep the answers
in a safe place)

phone number:

address:



The dispatcher told Sally to do these things before the ambulance arrives.

Identify what Sally is doing.
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A.

D. E.

B.

C.

A. Lock pets away   B. Unlock the door   C. Cover Dad with a blanket 

D. Collect any medicine your Dad might be taking   E. Flash outdoor lights



These are some of the things the paramedics might use to help

Sally’s father. Can you name them?
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A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

A. stethoscope   B. blood pressure cuff   C. bag valve mask   D. cervical collar   E. protective gloves   F. needle



The paramedics put Sally’s dad on a stretcher to take him to 

the hospital. They give him oxygen to help him breathe and 

they bundle him up to keep him warm.
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The paramedic tells Sally her dad is going to be fine, but he needs

to go to the hospital. Because Sally is home alone, the paramedic

asks her to come along too.
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The paramedics watch Sally’s dad closely. 

Sally is keeping an eye on her dad too.
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Ambulance services...

by land, air and sea



Thanks for sharing Sally’s Emergency with us! 

For more information about the British Columbia Ambulance

Service (BCAS), and our operations, please contact us through 

the contacts section of our official web page.


